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Twin Cities Regional Group Information
The Rumble Sheet is the official publication of the Twin
Cities Regional Group #46 (TCRG) of the Early Ford V8 Club of America and is sent to all current members
and advertisers. TCRG is chartered by the Early Ford V
-8 Club of America, and is a non-profit corporation in
the state of Minnesota, dedicated to the preservation of
Ford Motor Company vehicles and related historical
materials from the era of the flathead V-8 engines, including all Fords, Mercury's and Lincolns so equipped
from 1932 through 1953.
Club Address
P.O. Box 20236, Minneapolis, MN 55420

Meetings Membership meetings of the
TCRG are held at 7:00 p.m. on the first
Wednesday of almost every month at a site
announced in the Rumble Sheet. Change of
time or site will also be announced in the
Rumble Sheet.
Membership Membership dues for the
TCRG are $25 per calendar year. Membership in the Early Ford V-8 Club of America
(the National Club) is a membership requirement of the Twin Cities Regional
Group.
Submitting Material Please send all materials for publication to Bill Gillies , 1736
Crystal Ave., Arden Hills, MN 55112 or Email wlgillies48@gmail.com. Rumble
Sheet material deadline is the 15th of the
month. E-mail body content (not attachment) is preferred.
Advertising Classified ads are free to
TCRG members, and will run for three
consecutive months. Display ads (business
card size) will run for 12 issues at a cost of
$30. Check under ad for last appearance.
Website TCRG can be visited online at
www.tcrgv8club.org
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320-396-2473
763-755-7535
651-451-2937
952-473-3038
651-633–1564
651-646-8103
763-755-7535
651-714-2740
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GEEZER BREAKFAST
3rd Thursday of the Month

Happy Birthday
May 4

Joel Bergstrom

May 4

Winston Sorvig

May 6

Micki Kalvoda

May 15

Caroline Rosdahl

May 21

Noel Bayne

I have added another business card to the back pages of the
Rumble Sheet. Minuteman Press in New Brighton, MN.
The owner Gary, and Nick are two super guys that have
been doing our printing for the past year or so. I E-mail
them the Rumble Sheet over the week-end and on Monday
it’s ready to be mailed.
They also printed the Winona Tour Book for our Meet last
year. The book is a keepsake for sure. All the work members put in to the book could not have come out any better
when printed.
I still pull my copy out and look at every once in a while’
If you ever need any printing done be sure to give these
guys a call. 651-633-4933
Bill the ED.

Looking Ahead- Membership
Meeting

Unknown

President's Message For May
May President's message
I hope everyone is feeling well and staying healthy as we go through this adventure. I've been able to
get many projects done with the stay at home orders. The apple trees are pruned and the raspberries are
pruned and tied up. Just waiting to get the garden in once the soil warms up. I've been cleaning the garage;
trying to part with some of the treasures I've accumulated over the years, like the Honda 160 piston with the
hole in it from a valve that came loose when I was 14- just one of the items. Also, I got an old 1928 2hp
Witte hit and miss engine running and restoring the wood framed buzz saw that it ran; it's been sitting in the
shed for the last 5 years, always something to do.
Soon we will be able to get the Fords back on the road, but with a lot of the events canceled, The
Eastern National Meet in Morgantown PA. and others such as the May TCRG monthly meeting and Geezer
breakfast. We will make the decision about the All Ford Picnic on May 1. I guess we'll just have to wait
until it is safe to take short day trip cruises and pack a picnic lunch (enjoying each other while observing the
six foot social distancing rule).
Don't forget to send your articles and pictures to the editor, Bill Gillies so he can continue to do the
great job he does publishing the Rumble Sheet.
Mike Erickson
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Comments and Corrections to the Minutes
By Bruce Nelson
My name got mentioned a couple of times in the April 2020 issue of the Rumble Sheet. Guess that is a
good thing, as it wasn’t mentioned as an obituary.
Now, I have hearing problems. Not as bad as most, but not as good as others. So, when I read the March
Meeting Minutes, I thought I may have a miscommunication problem and not the hearing problem I mention.
So just to clarify a couple of items:
The idea of a tour with Iowa and Nebraska V-8 Clubs was suggested as Speedway Motors in Lincoln NE,
has an open house every 4th Saturday, May to October. The idea came from the Cornhusker Regional
Group (Lincoln), suggesting that we would like to come down and partake. I thought maybe the Iowa Regional Groups would like to also participate and have contacted them. It would be a multiple night tour
since it is over 400 miles just to Omaha. Like the Minutes said, more to follow as we would need someone
to coordinate and I also have not heard back from the Iowa groups. I personally would like to go even
though I have been there twice before.
I would like to add to the statement about the 1949-1951 Mercury Book. I believe I said we (the National
Board) hoped it would be done this year. So cross your fingers.
----------------------Now for the picture of the jumping 1949 Ford Custom Fordor. I have to admit that I have not ever seen
that picture before, and I have a large collection of black 1949 Ford Fordors photos. So, in perspective, if,
just if, I was in that Ford, the 1957 Plymouth in the picture makes the date around 1957 to 1959. I was 7,
8, or 9 at the time. Most likely in the back seat at that age. And if I remember correctly, in 1957 Dad had a
new tu-tone 1957 Ford Fordor Fairlane that was white and sky blue. So, nope, not me this time.
Bruce

Note From the Editor
This month I have received articles from four members, Dan Cragg, Gary Rosenberger, Bruce Nelson, and
Bob Parmelee which I am saving for June issue. I thank them for contributing to the RS.
Each month, thus far, I have been lucky to collect enough articles to fill twelve pages of the Rumble Sheet,
even if I have to write one myself. As I look ahead to no car shows or meetings in sight, the Rumble Sheet
is going to suffer. It will contain the cover, page 2, the birthdays for the month, and the Presidents message.
plus the ads that are currently paid for.
My thought is: It will be up to the membership to keep the RS current with any material, be it pictures,
articles, book reports, make believe stories, or anything you can think of that would be interesting to club
members. We need your input to continue.
Thanks again to those who contribute, you make the RS.
Ed.
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Road Trip 1953 by Gary Rosenberger
This could be a Ford story, but it is not. We were 2 years away from my younger brother being born so I was
still an only child. A spoiled child was I, but they made me that way. Pop’s came home from work one day
and declared we were going on a road trip. Now pops was a used car salesman and we never had a family car
of our own, as he drove whatever was handy right off the car lot. He said, son what kind of car would you like
to take on our trip to the Black Hills of South Dakota. I said a 1953 Oldsmobile as I had ridden in a few, and I
liked the engine and looks of that car. Pop’s said let me see what I can do. A week later we had a used 1953
Olds red and white in color. We were off on our road trip with the temperature souring into the 90’s. I had
never been exposed to air conditioning in a car or at home, so I just perspired like the rest of the poor folks.
We made it to South Dakota on a 2-lane highway as no freeways were present yet. Now pops always went on
a road trip with no preparation in mind. No consideration for little Gary in the back seat. As we were traveling
through the bad lands the temperature hit 100 degrees. I looked at all the cars coming our way and they all
had water bags filled with water hanging from their hood ornaments. I said, hey pops, shouldn’t we have one
of those water bags like every other car that we pass. Naw son, we don’t need one, we will be at Wall Drug in
an hour. Thank goodness, because, Gary is getting mighty thirsty back here. Back in those early days there
was a sign about every 5 miles that said, Free Water at Wall Drug, just a few more miles ahead. Ya know
pop’s I said, a cooler with some water and a little ice sure would go good about now. Just look at the scenery
son, we will arrive at Wall Drug before you know it. Ya pop’s, but all I see is sand and tumble weeds and a
few skeletons, of animals, that were trying to get to Wall Drug for the free water. The closer we got to Wall
Drug, the signs would read, 45 Miles to Free Water. Pop’s would drive another 30 minutes and the sign at the
top of the hill would read; Just 40 More Miles to that Free Water. You have got to be kidding me, somebody’s
speedometer is not working correctly. I brought this to pop’s attention, and he said; son you are correct. These
signs don’t seem to be very accurate out here. Pop’s, if you don’t get Gary some water soon you will not have
a son to accompany you on the rest of the trip. I would have drunk warm water out of a water bag if we would
have had one. I was starting to lose my voice as only dust would come out when I spoke. Pop’s pushed down
on the go pedal a little harder. I laid down in the back seat and took off my shoes and put my feet out the back
window. Even at 100 degrees the wind blowing through my Roy Rogers socks was somewhat of a relief. My
mother would say there’s another sign Gary. Sure, enough only 35 more miles to that free water. I sat up and
looked at the highway ahead and I could see water on the highway. It was only a mirage and it was gone by
the time we got there. If I could have gotten a hold of that guy putting up those lousy signs, I would have
kicked him in the shin. This went on for, it seemed like hours, until we finally arrived at Wall Drug. It was
almost too late, and my dear mother said; do you have to go to the biffy honey. Are you kidding me, I don’t
have enough water left in me to fill a thimble? Lucky for those two adults that I was still alive. Wall Drug had
air-conditioning, and free ice-cold water and the 2 adults bought me a 3 ¾ inch souvenir knife because they
felt so guilty. I still have it in my collection. That night we found a mom and pop motel that had 12 rooms in a
row, and you parked your car in front of your door. My mother had to inspect the room first and if it met with
her approval, we got the room. Pop’s was so frugal that we got a room with two single beds. Mom and pop’s
in one bed and Gary in the other. I am not sure of pop’s motive, but it may have been money. The walls were
so thin in the motel you could hear what was going on 3 doors away. The cheap motels only had a 40-gallon
water heater for all 12 rooms. Whoever got up first in the morning started a stampede, as you could hear all
12 occupants jump out of bed and run for the shower to get hot water before it was gone. I had to ask myself
why any loving parent would take their kid to the Bad Lands in August when it was 100 degrees. I have never
found a reason that made any sense, but my dad was always a guy that shot from the hip.
The End
P.S. The facts of this story are true to the best of my recollection.
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Filler From Bill the Ed

A couple of items I ran across with idle time;
I was reading James Lee Burke’s book “Wayfaring Stranger” when I came across the definition of an
unattractive female: “His first wife had a face that could make a freight train turn on a dirt road”.
That would be something to see, the train that is.
I ran across a yellowed clipping in a box of uncompleted model air plane parts. It said;
“Here lies the body of John O’Day
He died maintaining the right of way.
He was right, dead right, so he drove along,
But he’s just as dead as though he’d been wrong”.

Restoring these 1949 and 1950 Ford’s is not a greasy job, finding parts is another problem. These Fords run
again after years of storage and neglect. This was AMT’s answer to real model running and steering toy cars
of the fifties. The one on the left is the one I received for Christmas in 1950, the others were purchased off
E-Bay some years ago.
They work off two ‘D’ cell batteries two tiny wires and a tube go down to the motor in the car. The wheels
always point left and held there by a spring. There is a balloon between two tabs in the car that when the bulb
above the batteries is pressed the balloon expands and the wheels turn right. There is a switch beside the bulb
for forward and reverse.
Over time in storage the rubber disintegrates and melts into a blob and the plastic motors freeze up and crack.
The black, red,& red/silver battery holders are original the two silver holders are made from flashlights. The
rubber bulbs I got from a medical suppler. The steering balloons I made from fingers of Harbor Freight’s 7mil
gloves, the fine wires & motors I got from hobby shops. I sent the wires and tubes to Chris at Class-Tech
Corp in Bend OR. & he put new coverings on them. The Red car still has the original motor and some how
survived. The ‘50 Ford in the middle is my “goat” or test car as it’s the worst of the bunch.
The cars seem to be quite fast and crash if the operator is not staying alert and steering them to safety.
Bill the Ed.
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Are You Bored Yet by Bruce Nelson

With all this staying home, we will be either lazier or more organized.
We have the option to sit around and read books that we told ourselves that we would get to someday, or, we
could become the most organized generation of all time.
I have already organized and cataloged my Ford book collection.
I have already organized my Ford Parts book collection.
I have generated extra donations to the Minnesota Transportation Museum and Goodwill (when both were
still open).
I have worked on my 1936 Ford Pickup. The transmission is now out and ready to have the shafts sealed so
that most of the oil should stay where it is suppose to.
I have picked up all the leaves that somehow I missed last fall. (maybe thanks to the neighbors?)
I have chipped up all the downed branches that fell during the windy winter.
I have cleaned areas of the house that I promised I would clean (someday).
But, yes there is a but. I just don’t know how to get the grooming thing done.
Yes, we will all have the “Beatle” hair style soon. (of course, there are those lucky enough not to have this
problem)
I suppose we could have the Moe Howard look from the 3 Stooges and incorporate the bowl cut.
Just think, barber shops (and beauty salons) could be the next profession to
become millionaires.

WANTED, anybody got an old glow plug engine hidden away? Trying to finish a 50 plus
year old project.
Bill the Ed.
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From Cooped to Coupe’ by Dan Cragg

As l sit here cooped up in my' house due to the out break of the coronavirus "stay at home" requirements, I
began to once again think, about-experiences I have had with my old Fords. Earlier I had written about my
relationship to my first Ford, a 1936 Fordor Deluxe Touring Sedan I drove during my first two years of college. Well, the next Ford I purchased was a 1946 five passenger coupe after selling the '36 for $200.00 (the
same price I originally paid for it) as I needed money for my next tuition, approximately $90.00. This allowed
me to purchase the 1946 coupe for $85.00 as I had seen it for sale a few blocks off of West Broadway in
North Minneapolis. I wanted it because it had duels with great sounding "pipes"!
After purchasing the '46, I began to drive down West Broadway on my way home when I looked up in the
rearview mirror to see a flashing red light and heard a siren. I pulled over and to my surprise, I was who the
police wanted to talk to. He asked me to accelerate so he could hear the sound of the "pipes" and issued me a
fix it ticket to have them replaced in seven days or the ticket would become a fine. I had owned the car for ten
minutes and already had an unforeseen event. I purchased new "glass packs" and after clearing the fix it ticket, I poured oil down the header pipes to burn out the mufflers (also smoking up the neighborhood) for the
next hour to get the desired sound I wanted again. I was never stopped again although the sound was the same
as when I bought the car.
The '46 left a little to be desired as an everyday driver. It had no passenger side window so a piece of cardboard or a pink blanket took up the space depending on the season. The wipers were missing as this made no
difference because the wiper motors didn't work anyway. The heater didn't work along with the turn signal
after market unit, The horn worked when it wanted but not when needed! The front floors were rusted with
the drivers side so bad the accelerator pedal fell to one side or the other when taking a turn or disengage completely from the push rod which in turn allowed me to develop great foot-leg dexterity!
It was painted in a variety of gray and red primers on top of what looked like a grey-green body color where
the few spots of actual color still remained. I called it the calico car. The front seat was covered with a blanket
to fill in the various "open spaces" while the back seat was almost perfect.
Surprisingly, it ran like a top with no trani or rear end howls. Thank heavens as I had no mechanical skills at
that time.
I had met my future wife during this time and was made aware she was going to inherit her grandfathers 1950
Mercury two door, „but, she didn't know how to drive 'stick". So, we would go over to the fair grounds by her
house to practice using the "46. She learned fast and did quite well as there was no traffic, could ease into
turns as to not loose the gas pedal and did not have to deal with rain. After a few weeks she wanted to drive in
traffic so I let her take over the wheel in Robbinsdale on West Broadway going into Crystal were I lived. All
started well until a storm came up out of nowhere with sheets of rain so thick one could only see about two
feet in front of the car. As indicated the coupe had no wipers so visibility became a factor. Determined she
didn't want to give up the wheel she forged ahead wondering back and forth between lanes and then losing the
gas pedal as we turned onto Bass Lake Road. By that time I was soaked from rain coming into the windowless
passenger door, frazzled by -having to reach down to get the gas pedal back in line while telling her to tell me
when to scream as I could not hold the pedal and also see the direction we were heading!
One of the amazing things about the "46 was its ability to keeping running no matter how little I did to maintain it.
Continued on following page
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The starter Bendix would lock up now and then so I would put it in second and rock the car back and forth
until it "popped " to release it. The best example of its performance was seen the night I was coming home late
in the evening after a huge thunder storm and came upon a very large puddle covering the whole street. I decide to try to go along the edge figuring it to be the shallow area and instead dropped the car into three feet of
water, killing the engine along with filling the interior with a small lake! I was close to home and had a brother
who worked at the local Sinclair gas station. I called home after trying to get people in the apartment complex
to let me use their phone Which they did not even when they looked out and saw the car happily floating in the
small lake outside. Fortunately, the manager saw my dilemma and let me use his phone to get my brother out
of bed and bring the tow truck to get me to the station. We then drained the oil pan ,took out the starter and
plugs, wiped down the interior to let it all dry out over night. The next day we put the plugs back, added new
oil and attached the starter and to our amazement it started right up and I drove it home. Two weeks later, I
traded it in on a 1958 Chevy Convertible. My father backed into it damaging the rear fender and tail light as I
was signing the purchase papers, but that's whole another story.
Dan Cragg

Crawler
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For Sale

For Sale
‘49 Ford Coupe’ project
‘47 Ford Coupe’ project
WANTED
35-36 Ford Coupe’ trunk lid
Best offer
Tom Donahue 612-799-8017

1948 Ford Super Deluxe
Coupe
All matching numbers
$17,500.00
Bob Parmelee
972-562-5850

FOR Sale: 1933
Ford Commercial
Grill. Good condition. $500.00 , Steve
612 207-3200.
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Support our Advertisers!

Add
$2.50
to
Shipping
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Twin Cities Regional Group
Early Ford V-8 Club of America
P.O. Box 20236
Minneapolis, MN 55420
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